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The Clash Of Civilizations And Remaking World Order Samuel P Huntington
Julian Barnes gidst ons in ‘De man in de rode mantel’ door een van zijn lievelingstijdperken, de Belle Époque, in deze
geestige, rijk geïllustreerde, onconventionele biografie van dokter Samuel Jean Pozzi (1846-1918). Dokter van de beau
monde in Parijs, kunstliefhebber, anglofiel, vriend van Marcel Proust en vertaler van Charles Darwin: een buitengewoon
veelzijdig man, een echte Europeaan, en een voetnoot in de geschiedenis. Tot nu. Julian Barnes tilt Pozzi voor heel even
uit de vergetelheid in dit wervelende portret van een ruimdenkende man en de bruisende tijd waarin hij leefde.
In today’s ever-changing and often uncertain world, encouraging healthy dialogue between all cultures and religions is
vital. In Beyond the Clash of Civilizations, Mohamed Wa Baile carefully explores how Muslims and people of other faiths
can achieve a peaceful coexistence instead of being victims of conflict. Wa Baile, a follower and practitioner of Islamic
religion, has had the privilege of unconditional access to study Muslim communities in Switzerland. There, for the past
ten years, he has examined the interactions between Muslims and the complex, introspective issues that often plague
both individuals and families. Through attending hundreds of congregational prayers and interviews with Muslim leaders,
Wa Baile shares his thoughtful observations as he seeks new meanings and alternative ways of thinking that will help all
Muslims understand and assess the real challenges that lie ahead. It is up to the current generation to seek practical
solutions and peaceful resolutions, rather than insist on the narrative of one insular side or the other. Beyond the Clash of
Civilizations encourages a new respect for Islam with the hope of changing long-held perceptions of both Muslims and
non-Muslims alike.
The "clash of civilizations" focuses on conflict and cooperation between and within states. Dealing with the clash is
essential for a peaceful and harmonious world. The "Clash of Civilizations" is a topic of great interest around the world
and constitutes an important dimension of religion and international relations. In the quarter century since Huntington first
aired his controversial framework, inter-civilizational "clash" and "dialogue" have become mainstream issues both in
international relations and in many Western countries' domestic concerns. The book examines a key question: how does
Samuel Huntington’s "clash of civilizations" "paradigm" help explain current Western governments" responses to Muslim
migration and related security issues? Understanding relations between the West/Westerners and Muslim-majority
societies/Muslims is impossible without being aware that right-wing populist politicians in the West, as well as some
policy makers and commentators, seem to view all Muslims in a malign way. This indicates a lack of willingness to make
a distinction between, on the one hand, the mass of "moderate," "ordinary," and "peaceful" Muslims and, on the other
hand, a small minority of Islamist extremists and even smaller number of Islamist terrorists. The result is a crucial topic of
our times: how do different civilizations coexist in a small and increasingly congested planet without conflict? The
chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of The Review of Faith & International Affairs.
Een standaardwerk. Het is tijd voor een nieuwe geschiedenis van onze democratie. Francis Fukuyama is als geen ander
geschikt om deze geschiedenis op te tekenen: hij schrijft en spreekt er al tientallen jaren over. In dit boek vertelt hij hoe
maatschappijen de overgang maakten van een organisatie die gebaseerd was op familie- en stamverbanden, naar een
meer objectieve vorm van organisatie, gebaseerd op de politieke verhoudingen die we nu ook nog hanteren. De vormen
die in de antieke cultuur zijn ontstaan, zijn nog steeds te herkennen in de manier waarop onze maatschappij is
georganiseerd, en veel problemen waarmee ontwikkelingslanden en mislukte staten nu te maken hebben nepotisme,
corruptie, chaos kunnen verklaard worden uit het feit dat ze de stap naar een moderne organisatievorm nooit hebben
gemaakt. Fukuyama beschrijft in De oorsprong van onze politiek hoe onze democratie is begonnen. Een standaardwerk.
Over Francis Fukuyama: Helder geschreven, zeer ambitieus. Een goed beargumenteerde politieke geschiedenis en
filosofie. NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW Francis Fukuyama werd een wereldwijde ster met Het einde van de
geschiedenis en de laatste mens en hij zou lange tijd de belangrijkste theoreticus achter het neoconservatisme blijven.
Met Na het neoconservatisme nam hij afstand van deze doctrine; inmiddels heeft Fukuyama zich ontwikkeld tot een van
de meest gezaghebbende stemmen op het gebied van politiek. Hij is een van de meest gevraagde sprekers ter wereld.
Fukuyama werkt als hoogleraar internationale politieke economie aan de John Hopkins University.
Essay aus dem Jahr 2009 im Fachbereich Politik - Politische Theorie und Ideengeschichte, Macquarie University,
Sprache: Deutsch, Abstract: Indeed, if one reconsiders the devastating terrorist attacks of 9/11 and the war in Iraq some
might recognize "evidence of the clash of civilisations occurring, pitting Western and Islamic civilisations against each
other" (Rajendram, 2002, p. 217). In order to underscore his rather pessimistic thesis, Huntington provides six causes of
conflicts between civilisations such are different views and values, the growing awareness of different civilisations among
the people, the weakening of nation states and the replacement of national identity by religion (Huntington, 1993, pp.
25-26). Furthermore, he argues that non-western countries will increasingly turn away from Westernization due to an
increasing indigenisation and that "cultural characteristics and differences are less mutable and hence less easily
compromised and resolved than political and economical ones" (Huntington, 1993, p. 27). Finally he points to the growth
of economic regionalism contributing to the "cohesiveness of various civilisational groups" (O'Hagan, 1995, p. 20). It is
because of these reasons that "the most important conflicts of the future will occur along the cultural fault lines separating
these civilisations from one another" (Huntington, 1993, p. 25). Huntington not only provided a prediction model for future
conflicts, moreover he intends to introduce a new superior paradigm to the realist paradigm (Huntington, 1996, p. 34).
There are only few theoretical models in the recent history of International Relations that received such a plethora of
multidisciplinary response as the "Clash of Civilisations?" did. The intention of this paper is not to give a comprehensive
review of the arguments for or against the "Clash of Civilisations?" nor will it refute the thesis of Huntington. Rather, this
paper will analyze if the clash of civilisations as predicted by
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leftists, they are moral snobs who attack Hindu fundamentalism not only because it will impede the modernization of their
co-religionists but also to appease Muslims whose resistance to the reformation of their archaic traditions and personal
laws mainly out of antipathy to Hindus, who advocate it, they secretly despise as asinine! Their indifference to the
Muslims' economic and educational backwardness further testifies to their contempt for their fundamentalism.
Chandrmukhi holds sumptuous evening parties where her upper-class friends shed crocodile tears for the poor. Her
husband, Vishnu, suspects Somdutt to be her lover. Distressed by his unrelenting jealousy the loving and virtuous wife
accidentally succumbs to and becomes pregnant by an admirer, whose identity remains a matter of conjecture. She
commits suicide from remorse. Vishnu's uncle Jawaharlal, a wealthy lawyer, is a typical devotee of Gandhi who preaches
Hindu-Muslim brotherhood despite thinking that most Indian Muslims, who voted for Pakistan but remained in India,
despise his idol as a sanctimonious and wily Hindu politician who desperately tried but failed to prevent the formation of a
sovereign Muslim State.
Based on the author's seminal article in Foreign Affairs, Samuel P. Huntington's The Clash of Civilizations and the
Remaking of World Order is a provocative and prescient analysis of the state of world politics after the fall of communism.
In this incisive work, the renowned political scientist explains how "civilizations" have replaced nations and ideologies as
the driving force in global politics today and offers a brilliant analysis of the current climate and future possibilities of our
world's volatile political culture.
Essay from the year 2013 in the subject Politics - International Politics - General and Theories, grade: A, Webster University,
language: English, abstract: This critical review examines Samuel P. Huntington’s 1993 article titled “The Clash of Civilizations?”.
In this article, Huntington (1993a) argues that in the wake of the fall of the Berlin Wall, international relations would no longer be
dominated by an ideological conflict as was witnessed during the Cold War years, between capitalism and communism. Nor would
the next pattern of conflict be dominated by state-to-state tensions. Instead, as Huntington argues, the world would witness a clash
of civilizations between a Western civilization and other major civilizations – in particular an Islamic civilization and a Confusion
civilization. Huntington makes valid arguments in terms of what international relations would not be dominated by, however; the
argument that a clash of civilizations based on cultural differences between the West and other civilizations is a simplistic
hypothesis born out of a realist Cold War paradigm.
Essay from the year 2012 in the subject Sociology - Classics and Theoretical Directions, grade: A, - (Webster University Thailand,
International Relations), course: INTL5000, language: English, abstract: In an article entitled 'Clash of Civilizations?', published in
Foreign Affairs, American political scientist, Samuel P. Huntington outlined his thesis about the post Cold War world order.
According to him, conflicts have evolved from feuds among nation states to ideological hostilities which would develop further into
cultural clashes. He put forward the theory that nation states and other groups which share cultural affinities would unite and
cooperate and fight as one, against other cultural blocks. He introduced the main forces of his new world order as being eight
major civilizations (Western, Confucian, Japanese, Islamic, Hindu, Slavic-Orthodox, Latin American and eventually African) of
which the Muslim, the Western and the Confucian would be dominant. Huntington predicted a decline of the western civilization
should its members not unite to defend their power status. He identified religion, especially Islam as one of the most important
sources for future clashes likely to further weaken the West. He prophesied a more unstable and anarchic world. Huntington's
ideas differed from Francis Fukuyama's outlined in a 1989 essay "The End of History," in which he predicted a conversion of states
into liberal capitalist democracies, which would not wage war against each other, according to the democratic peace theory. A
more stable and harmonious world order would have been its outcome. Huntington's article and the related book (The Clash of
Civilizations and The Remaking of World Order, 1996) were widely debated and criticized by many scholars. This might be
explained by the controversial thematic and some methodological flaws, mentioned further in this essay, which allowed for
interpretation and differing opinions. His thesis makes very little reference to other scho
A volume of critical response from representatives of Islamic and Confucian cultures to Samuel P. Huntington's provocative thesis
in which he asserted the West was facing an unavoidable collision with the two civilizations. A reprint of Huntington's essay is
provided.
Blankley paints the picture of a Europe in which radical Islam is triumphant - a threat that becomes more real with every passing
day. Blankley also shows what the United States must do to avoid the same fate.
The classic study of post-Cold War international relations, more relevant than ever in the post-9/11 world, with a new foreword by
Zbigniew Brzezinski. Since its initial publication, The Clash of Civilizations and the Remaking of World Order has become a classic
work of international relations and one of the most influential books ever written about foreign affairs. An insightful and powerful
analysis of the forces driving global politics, it is as indispensable to our understanding of American foreign policy today as the day
it was published. As former National Security Adviser Zbigniew Brzezinski says in his new foreword to the book, it “has earned a
place on the shelf of only about a dozen or so truly enduring works that provide the quintessential insights necessary for a broad
understanding of world affairs in our time.” Samuel Huntington explains how clashes between civilizations are the greatest threat
to world peace but also how an international order based on civilizations is the best safeguard against war. Events since the
publication of the book have proved the wisdom of that analysis. The 9/11 attacks and wars in Iraq and Afghanistan have
demonstrated the threat of civilizations but have also shown how vital international cross-civilization cooperation is to restoring
peace. As ideological distinctions among nations have been replaced by cultural differences, world politics has been reconfigured.
Across the globe, new conflicts—and new cooperation—have replaced the old order of the Cold War era. The Clash of Civilizations
and the Remaking of World Order explains how the population explosion in Muslim countries and the economic rise of East Asia
are changing global politics. These developments challenge Western dominance, promote opposition to supposedly “universal”
Western ideals, and intensify intercivilization conflict over such issues as nuclear proliferation, immigration, human rights, and
democracy. The Muslim population surge has led to many small wars throughout Eurasia, and the rise of China could lead to a
global war of civilizations. Huntington offers a strategy for the West to preserve its unique culture and emphasizes the need for
people everywhere to learn to coexist in a complex, multipolar, muliticivilizational world.
In 1993, Samuel P. Huntington boldly asserted in the pages of Foreign Affairs, the preeminent magazine on foreign policy and
international relations, that world politics was entering a new phase, one in which cultural differences in religion, history, language,
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and tradition were replacing Cold War tensions and would soon become the world's fundamental points of conflict.Huntington's
striking thesis elicited both criticism and praise from the media and political experts around the world. More than a decade later,
"The Clash of Civilizations?" continues to be a touchstone in global politics as writers passionately debate its merits and propose
countertheories of their own.This collection presents the original, seminal essay followed by critical responses published in Foreign
Affairs, including the author's reply to his critics and contemporary additions to the enduring question of how to understand world
conflict.
This book offers a vibrant and multifaceted conversation among established and emerging scholars on one of the most important
paradigms for the understanding of international politics.
The end of the Cold War, which occurred early in the 1990s, brought joy and freedom to millions. But it posed a difficult question to
the world's governments and to the academics who studied them: how would world order be remade in an age no longer
dominated by the competing ideologies of capitalism and communism? Samuel P. Huntington was one of the many political
scientists who responded to this challenge by conceiving works that attempted to predict the ways in which conflict might play out
in the 21st century, and in The Clash of Civilizations he suggested that a new kind of conflict, one centred on cultural identity,
would become the new focus of international relations. Huntington's theories, greeted with scepticism when his book first appeared
in the 1990s, acquired new resonance after 9/11. The Clash of Civilizations is now one of the most widely-set and read works of
political theory in US universities; Huntington's theories have also had a measurable impact on American policy. In large part, this
is a product of his problem-solving skills. Clash is a monument to its author's ability to generate and evaluate alternative
possibilities and to make sound decisions between them. Huntington's view, that international politics after the Cold War would be
neither peaceful, nor liberal, nor cooperative, ran counter to the predictions of almost all of his peers, yet his position – the product
of an unusual ability to redefine an issue so as to see it in new ways – has been largely vindicated by events ever since.
This book argues the “clash of civilizations,” first explored by Bernard Lewis and Samuel Huntington three decades ago,
ideologically informs right-wing populist politicians in the United States and Europe as well as the policies of the United Nations in
relation to the Muslim world.
Het klassieke werk over de wereldpolitiek nu weer beschikbaar In Botsende beschavingen haalt Huntington de illusie van
harmonie tussen culturen genadeloos onderuit en stelt hij het conflict centraal. Oorlogen tussen nationale staten en ideologieën
zijn verleden tijd. Toekomstige conflicten zullen verlopen volgens de breuklijnen van culturen en beschavingen. Huntington
onderscheidt in dit werk negen beschavingen in de nieuwe wereldorde, die gedomineerd zullen worden door de westerse
enerzijds en de Chinese en islamitische anderzijds. Botsende beschavingen is een belangrijk document over de toestand van de
wereld.
* Our summary is short, simple and pragmatic. It allows you to have the essential ideas of a big book in less than 30 minutes. As
you read this summary, you will learn that tomorrow's conflicts will be rooted in cultural differences. Conflicts between ideological
blocs inherited from the Cold War have indeed given way to the "clash of civilizations". You will also learn : that the history of men
is the history of civilizations; that the world has become multipolar and multicivilizational; that economics and demography play an
essential role in the evolution of civilizations; that the world is undergoing a genuine recomposition around cultural blocks; that
civilizations extend their areas of influence in concentric circles; that Western universalism born in the 18th century is at the end of
its rope. The West is unquestionably in decline. Caught between the dazzling development of China, a virtual superpower, and the
increasingly radical contestation of its values by Islamic fundamentalism, it is no longer the undisputed beacon of planetary
civilization. The essential question is whether, in this new multipolar world, the legacy of the Cold War having been liquidated,
civilizations with divergent interests will be able to coexist peacefully; or whether, conversely, they are inevitably heading towards
armed confrontation: a conflict of a new kind, and certainly of a violence unknown to this day; this is the real threat to world peace.
*Buy now the summary of this book for the modest price of a cup of coffee!
Master's Thesis from the year 2009 in the subject Theology - Islamic theology, The Islamia University of Bahawalpur (Department
of Political Science), course: M Phil, language: English, abstract: The political phenomena of the contemporary world are more
disturbing than they were in previous times. Upheaval and unease have prevailed throughout religions, economic systems,
cultures, traditions and values, due to attempts by different civilizations to forcefully infuse particular ideas over the entire world.
Today, it is the Western and the Eastern Muslim world that are standing up against each other. Each of them is the preacher of a
particular civilization. Their mutual conflicts have been going on for more than fourteen hundred years and still continue. The
contemporary events of attacks in the last few years from the Western world to the Muslim territories like as Sudan, Somalia,
Afghanistan, and Iraq including the threats of attacks on Iran, Yemen, and Pakistani tribal areas and the Muslim extremist activities
against the Western benefits show the serious situation of the maintenance of peace and security condition in the entire world.
What is the nature of clash? Why did they remain in conflict? What will be the future aspects of their relations? While also
regarding other religions, e.g. Judaism, Hinduism and Buddhism, this paper pursues the above-mentioned questions trying to find
possibilities to unite those seemingly opposing cultures.
The Dignity of Difference is Rabbi Jonathan Sacks’s radical proposal for reconciling hatreds.
Richard Bonney's illuminating and controversial new book takes as its subject the Christian/Muslim Clash of Civilizations thesis,
which underpins contemporary US foreign policy. It gets beyond the stereotypes and demonstrates - through careful analysis of
both sides of the debate - how the US response to 9/11 and the problematic interventions in Afghanistan and Iraq have suffered as
a result of this neo-conservative influence on American foreign policy since 1945.

Essay from the year 2002 in the subject Politics - International Politics - Topic: Peace and Conflict Studies, Security,
grade: ECTS-grade: B = 2, University of Leeds (Institute for Politics and International Studies), course: Popular Culture
and International Relations, 13 entries in the bibliography, language: English, abstract: The posed question deals with the
investigation of the use of Huntington’s myth ‘there is a clash of civilizations’ in the discourses referring to the horrible
events on September 11. Hence, several different questions have to be answered, as they are: How does Huntington
himself link his myth to the ‘war against terrorism’? Which parts of Huntington’s myth are used in which way and by
whom? Do the users of his myth support or neglect Huntington’s original thoughts and do they exert their source
deliberately or unconsciously? What do the users of Huntington’s myth and Huntington himself fail to mention, which is
necessary to let the theories function? And eventually, which theory after all is the one most fitting the facts? Answering
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the questions, I will argue that the myth is used over the whole discourse, concerning September 11. Interestingly, parts
of Huntington’s myth are both employed by proponents and opponents of Huntington, sometimes even without
recognising it. Instead of speaking of different discourses, one should more precisely say that there is only one huge
discourse with different outgrowths and directions. The various arguments are closely linked. Sometimes even opponents
use Huntington as their basis in different ways. Therefore, none of the posed arguments – as Huntington’s myth itself –
can function and be persuasive on its own. It will be argued that, what causes the clash is not just difference – as
Huntington suggests – but the vain attempt to create equality. This is the basis for all arguments with regard to
September 11. However, if creating equality is the cause of the terrorist attack, it is neither the existence of different
cultures, the powerful behaviour of the US nor the violent roots within the Muslim world which can account for the reason
of the terrorist attacks. It is in fact the process of globalisation and the consequential disappearance of cultural power
which causes the actual problem.
ABSTRACT: In this study I investigate an array of aspects concerning cultural conflict. I use Samuel Huntington's
civilizations, from his theory of a Clash of Civilizations (1993), as a means of identifying different cultures. Taking
advantage of an expanded data set that was not available to Huntington and most of his critics, I not only review his
theory but advance well beyond it, exploring additional matters such as the distribution of cultural conflict, its intensities,
underlying issues, and resolution techniques. I find support for a number of arguments including the following: differentcivilization conflicts are more prevalent than those between same-civilization states, even though in general there is a
higher likelihood of same-civilization rather than different-civilization conflict; this cross-cultural militarized conflict does
not permeate all civilizations at the international level, but rather is principally limited to only a few; the cultures most
prone to inter-cultural conflict are Islam and the West, while the Sinics (Chinese) are among the least prone; and while
cultural differences play a role in this type of conflict, such issues are not among those that most frequently lead to
serious conflict or war. I also find, though contrary to expectations, that cross-cultural dyads seek peaceful solutions to
their differences more often than same-culture dyads, they have about the same success rate, and neither third party
assistance nor bilateral negotiating techniques present a particular advantage for resolving different-culture conflict.
Nomad is a philosophical memoir, telling how Ayaan Hirsi Ali came to America in search of a new life, and the difficulties
she faced in reconciling her two worlds. With vivid anecdotes and observations of people, cultures, and political debacles,
this narrative weaves together Hirsi Ali's personal story -- including her reconciliation with her devout father who had
disowned her when she denounced Islam -- with the stories of other women and men, high-profile and not, whom she
encounters. With a deep understanding and intimate perspective of the situation of Muslim women and moderates in the
world today and her singular, unwavering intellectual courage, Hirsi Ali offers her always notable, often controversial
analysis of Islam vis a vis the superiority of Western democratic values.
Essay from the year 2005 in the subject Politics - Political Systems - General and Comparisons, grade: 1,7, University of
Munster, 7 entries in the bibliography, language: English, comment: Book rewiew, analysing certain aspects of
Huntingtons "clash of civilizations" Essay for the masters course "International Relation Theory" at the UTs of Munster
and Twente, abstract: Samuel P. Huntington was born in 1927 and is at the moment director of the John- Olin Institute for
strategic studies at the University of Harvard. He was the author of an article, first published in the Foreign Affairs
magazine, which has, according to Russel, Oneal and Cox ( 2000, p.584) "turned into one of the most influential recent
books on international relations." This article was called "the Clash of Civilizations?" and afterwards was extended (in
1996) to his book, called "The Clash of Civilizations and the Remaking of the World Order." This book was meant to be
seen as a response to his highly polarising and provocative article mentioned above. In it, he tries to give answers to the
questions which arose from his article and tries to clarify his standpoints and claims to underpin his thesis. Samuel P.
Huntington has given new currency to the notion of a clash of civilizations. His 1993 article on the topic in Foreign Affairs
and his book following this article has gained a global audience. Huntington argues that the bipolar division of the world
based on ideology is no longer relevant. The world was entering a new period of intense conflict among civilizations. He
states: "It is my hypothesis that the fundamental source of conflict in this new world will not be primarily ideological or
primarily economic. The great divisions among humankind and the dominating source of conflict will be cultural. Nation
states will remain them most powerful actors in world affairs, but the principal conflicts of global politics will occur
between nations and groups of different civilizations. The c"
In 1993, Samuel P. Huntington boldly asserted in the pages of Foreign Affairs that world politics was entering a new
phase, one in which cultural differences in religion, history, language, and tradition were replacing Cold War tensions and
would soon become the world's fundamental points of conflict. Huntington's striking thesis elicited both criticism and
praise from the media and political experts around the world. More than a decade later, "The Clash of Civilizations?"
continues to be a touchstone in global politics as writers passionately debate its merits and propose counter theories of
their own. This collection presents Samuel Huntington's original, seminal essay followed by critical responses published
in Foreign Affairs, including the author's reply to his critics and contemporary additions to the enduring question of how to
understand world conflict. In this second edition, fresh contributions make The Clash of Civilizations?: The Debate newly
relevant to students of International Relations and Political Science.
Expanding upon, and engaging with, the influential theories of Francis Fukuyama in The End of History and Samuel
Huntington in The Clash of Civilisations, this book is a major, and controversial, contribution to these key contemporary
debates. Dieter Senghaas examines some of the most significant political issues we face today: * How do societies cope
with pluralization? * Can tolerance be a successful solution? * What is the role of 'culture' in recent conflicts which have
been described as culturally induced? * And will twenty-first-century world politics sink into cultural conflicts on a biblical
scale? Dieter Senghaas explores these questions within the context of the main non-Western cultural areas Chinese
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political philosophy, Islam, Buddhism and Hinduism and goes on to reflect on the possibility of a constructive form of
intercultural dialogue. Senghaas's distinctive and radical approach will be of great interest and topicality to all those
working in politics, international relations, sociology, cultural studies, development studies, religion and international
political economy.
Studie over de wereldorde in de 21ste eeuw aan de hand van begrippen als beschaving, culturele identiteit en
internationale verhoudingen.
While globalization unifies the world, divisions re-emerge within it in the form of a spectacular separation between Islam and the
West. How can it be that Huntington’s contested idea of a clash of civilizations became such a powerful political myth through
which so many people look at the world? Bottici and Challand disentangle such a process of myth-making both in the West and in
Muslim majority countries, and call for a renewed critical attitude towards it. By analysing a process of elaboration of this myth that
took place in academic books, arts and media, comics and Hollywood films, they show that the clash of civilizations has become a
cognitive scheme through which people look at the world, a practical image on the basis of which they act on it, as well as a drama
which mobilizes passions and emotions. Written in a concise and accessible way, this book is a timely and valuable contribution to
the academic literature, and more generally, to the public debate. As such, it will be an important reference for scholars and
students of political science, sociology, philosophy, cultural studies, Middle Eastern politics and Islam.
Contemporary forms of tension and conflict among nations cannot be described in terms familiar to twentieth century history, but
neither can they be reduced to a 'clash of civilizations'. The world today is not divided between an enlightened West and the dark
forces of Islam. To avoid the negative impact of these Manichean images we need a much more nuanced view. In this new book
Tzvetan Todorov offers an original analysis of the new landscape of fear and resentment that characterizes our world today. He
starts by redefining the notions of barbarism and civilization as universal moral categories and explains how they apply to the
plurality of cultures; and he distinguishes carefully between various forms of collective identity - cultural, civic and ideological.
These conceptual tools enable him to shed fresh light on the current struggle against terrorism and the tensions between
communities within Western countries. He invites us to overcome our fears - for fear is a dangerous motive and risks producing an
evil that is worse than the evil we initially feared. The fear of the barbarians can turn us into barbarians. Richly illustrated with
examples ranging from Guantanamo and Abu Ghraib to the murder of Theo Van Gogh and the Danish cartoons, this powerful plea
for civilized values will be essential reading for anyone concerned with the key challenges facing the world today.
This Book Provides Adequate Information About Islam And Warns Of The Dangers That Any Faulty Perceptions Could Pose To
The Peace And Amity In The World. The Purpose Is To Withstand The Maddening Forces Of Evil And Affirm Principles Of Peace
And Justice. The Contents Cover: Introduction - Clash Of Civilizations - Islamic Fundamentalism - A Hymn To Humanity - A
Transcultural Message - The New Vision - Secularism And Muslim Reservations - The Order Of Values - Cultural Sterility Religion, Science And Civilization - Religion: Opium Of The Masses - The Process Of Fragmentation - First Declaration Of Human
Rights - Philosophy And Revelation - New Genesis - Mystical Manifestations - New Man In The Making - Destiny Of Civilization Humanity And Civilization - Education: A Vision For The Future - Muslim Contributions In Education - Christianity And Colonialism
- Enlightenment And Orthodoxy - Patterns Of World Cultures - Sustaining The Soul Of Humanity.
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